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This Is What the Phrase 'It Is What It Is' Really Means - "I
can't fix my life!" | Guff
I suddenly hear wherever I go the phrase, “it is what it is”.
I interpreted the phrase to mean “It's something unique or
subtle that I don't have a specific name or.
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It is what it is - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
Used often in the business world, this incredibly versatile
phrase can be literally translated as "fuck it.".
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It is what it is, without an apology. I guess it is what it
is. We can't apply one one meaning to it.
Whetheritbesports,politics,bigbusinessorjusteverydaylife,"itiswha
He got elected, and it is what it is. It goes along with the
idea that you can't put shit back in a camel and you can't
unfuck your ex. The men vacation together and still are
socially connected.
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